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ABSTRACT
Objective: Patients with first-episode psychosis have a
high prevalence of tobacco use. We aimed to examine
the prevalence and course of tobacco use during early
psychosis using meta-analysis.
Data Sources: Systematic search of MEDLINE
(1948–2011), Embase (1947–2011), CINAHL
(1984–2011), PsycINFO (1967–2011), and ISI Web of
Science (1900–2011) using the search terms [psychosis
OR schizophrenia] AND [tobacco OR smoking OR nicotine].
Study Selection: We located 10 studies reporting the age
at initiation of daily tobacco use and the age at onset of
psychosis, 31 studies reporting prevalence of tobacco
use in patients with first-episode psychosis, 10 studies
comparing smoking to age-/gender-matched controls,
and 7 studies reporting prevalence of tobacco use at
intervals after treatment.
Data Extraction: The following data were extracted: age
at initiation of daily tobacco use and at onset of psychosis,
the proportion of patients with first-episode psychosis
who used tobacco, the proportion of the general
population who used tobacco, and the proportion of
patients with psychosis who used tobacco at various
intervals after initiation of antipsychotic treatment.
Results: The pooled estimate for the interval between
initiation of tobacco use and the onset of psychosis
was 5.3 years (standardized mean difference = 0.85). The
estimated prevalence of tobacco users in first episode
of psychosis is 58.9% (95% CI, 54.3%–63.4%). There is a
strong association between first-episode psychosis and
tobacco use (OR = 6.04; 95% CI, 3.03–12.02) compared
with healthy controls. The prevalence of tobacco use
at intervals between 6 and 120 months after treatment
remained unchanged (OR = 0.996; 95% CI, 0.907–1.094).
Conclusions: Patients with first-episode psychosis tend
to have smoked for some years prior to the onset of
psychosis, have high prevalence of tobacco use at the
time of presenting for treatment, and are much more
likely to smoke than aged-matched controls. Their
apparent difficulty in quitting has implications for tobacco
cessation programs and efforts to reduce cardiovascular
disease among people with mental illness.
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P

atients with chronic psychotic illness have higher rates of
cardiovascular disease and premature death than the general
community. The standardized mortality ratio in those with psychotic illness compared to the general population has increased
over time, and this rise is primarily due to increasing rates of cardiovascular disease.1 This increase in cardiovascular disease might
be partly due to metabolic side effects of the weight gain associated
with atypical antipsychotic medication.1 However, tobacco use is the
greatest predictor of cardiovascular risk in psychiatric populations.2
The financial burden of tobacco dependence also contributes to the
poverty and social disadvantage experienced by many patients.3
The association between schizophrenia and tobacco use is well
established. A systematic review4 of 42 studies from 20 nations
showed that a much higher proportion of patients with schizophrenia use tobacco than the general population (OR = 5.9), they
are more likely to have a history of lifetime tobacco use (8 studies,
OR = 3.1), and they have lower cessation rates than patients with
other disorders and than members of the general community (6
studies, OR = 0.19). However, this review did not employ metaanalytic methods and did not specifically examine the temporal
associations between tobacco use and the onset of psychosis. In
addition, many of the analyzed studies examined the tobacco use
histories of patients with established psychotic illness,5–9 whose
account of earlier tobacco use might be confounded by recall bias.
A meta-analysis of the interval between the initiation of tobacco use
and the onset of psychosis, the prevalence of tobacco users at the
time of presentation for treatment, and the course of tobacco use
after initial treatment would more clearly define the epidemiology
of tobacco use in early psychosis. Examining these temporal associations would inform theories as to why tobacco use is initiated at
high rates in such populations, which could lead to interventions to
reduce tobacco use in first-episode psychosis patients.
This meta-analysis has 4 aims, which are to determine (1) the
length of time between initiation of daily tobacco use and onset
of psychosis (meta-analysis of initiation of tobacco use), (2) the
proportion of patients with first-episode psychosis who smoke
tobacco at the time of initial treatment for psychosis (meta-analysis
of the prevalence of tobacco use), (3) the odds of tobacco use in
first-episode psychosis when compared with appropriately matched
controls (meta-analysis of odds of tobacco use), and (4) the longitudinal rates of tobacco use in cohorts of patients with first-episode
psychosis (meta-analysis of the course of tobacco use).
DATA SOURCES
The systematic search of English-language publications indexed
in 5 electronic databases (CINAHL, Embase, PsycINFO, MEDLINE,
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For Clinical Use

◆◆ Tobacco smoking is a risk factor for developing cardiovascular disease in patients with psychotic

illness.
◆◆ The prevalence of tobacco use before, at, and after the first episode of psychosis is around 60% and
remains constant after the illness is established.
◆◆ The initiation of tobacco use precedes the onset of psychosis by a mean of 5.3 years.
◆◆ Ultrahigh-risk and first-episode psychosis patients are an ideal target for smoking cessation programs,
which should be routinely offered in first-episode psychosis services.

Figure 1. Flowchart of Search Strategy and Results
Search of MEDLINE (1948 to Jan 2011), Embase (1947 to
Jan 2011), CINAHL (1984 to Jan 2011), PsycINFO (1967 to
Jan 2011), and ISI Web of Science (1900 to Jan 2011)
Strategy: [psychosis OR schizophrenia] AND [tobacco OR
smoking OR nicotine]
2,339 Articles (excluding duplicates)
identified, titles and/or abstract reviewed
2,004 Excluded based
on title or abstract
335 Articles reviewed in full text
10 Articles reporting age at
initiation of smoking and age at
onset of psychosis in 14 samples
31 Articles reporting prevalence
of smoking in patients with first
episode of psychosis in 31 samples
10 Articles comparing smoking
to age-/gender-matched
controls in 10 samples
7 Articles reporting follow-up
of smoking prevalence in 7 samples

and ISI Web of Science) is shown in Figure 1. A broad search
strategy was employed because tobacco use data were not
mentioned in either the title or abstract of many articles, and
hence all articles that appeared to report on tobacco, cannabis, or substance use by cohorts of patients with first-episode
psychosis were examined in full text by N.M. and H.D.N.
The reference lists of relevant articles were hand searched to
locate articles not detected by electronic searches. Authors
of articles describing studies that might have recorded, but
not published, data on tobacco use were contacted with a
request for unpublished data.
STUDY SELECTION
The articles yielded for each of the individual meta-analyses
are outlined in Figure 1, and details of the articles included in
each meta-analysis are outlined in Supplementary eTable 1

(available at PSYCHIATRIST.COM). Studies were included in the
3 meta-analyses if they reported the mean and standard
deviation of age at onset of psychosis and age at initiation
of daily tobacco use in patients with psychosis. Studies of
chronic patients, in which tobacco use was assessed after
first episode of psychosis, were included in the meta-analysis
of initiation of tobacco use because the estimated date of
initiating daily tobacco use is retrospective regardless of
whether the measure is made at diagnosis of psychosis or
at some time thereafter.
Studies were included in any of the meta-analyses if they
reported (1) cohorts of patients with first-episode psychosis,
including first-episode schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, other schizophrenia-spectrum disorder, or affective
psychosis; and (2) the proportion of patients with firstepisode psychosis using tobacco at the time of presentation
to services.
Studies were excluded if they reported on patients with
drug-induced or organic psychoses and if they reported on
patients who had already been described in other studies.
Definition of Tobacco Use
Daily tobacco use was the threshold definition in each
study, although there was some variation in how this was
quantified. In all of the studies, the level of tobacco use was
considered to be clinically significant, usually because the
patient used tobacco regularly when it was available. We were
unable to examine between-study heterogeneity of heavy or
more continuous tobacco use and less heavy, intermittent,
or discontinued tobacco use because few studies stratified
patients according to their tobacco intake. The random
effects model used in the meta-analyses only requires that
thresholds are consistently applied within studies and allows
for differences in the studied populations such as the threshold for inclusion in the tobacco using group.
DATA EXTRACTION
The methods were based on guidelines for Meta-Analysis
of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (MOOSE).10 The
data were extracted independently by N.M. and H.D.N.
There were 5 disagreements regarding effect size data in
the meta-analysis of the prevalence of tobacco use, 2 in the
meta-analysis of odds ratios, and none in the meta-analyses
of course and initiation of tobacco use. Disagreements were
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resolved by a joint examination of the articles. The following
data were extracted: the mean age and standard deviation at
initiation of daily tobacco use and age at onset of psychosis
and the sample size of the group (meta-analysis of initiation
of tobacco use); the proportion of patients with first-episode
psychosis who used tobacco and the sample size of the
group (meta-analysis of the prevalence of tobacco use); the
proportion of the general population, or of age- and gendermatched controls, who used tobacco and the sample sizes of
the groups (meta-analysis of odds of tobacco use); and the
proportion of patients with psychosis who used tobacco at
various intervals after initiation of antipsychotic treatment
and the sample size of the group at follow-up (meta-analysis
of course of tobacco use).
The following methodological characteristics and quality measures were recorded: the proportion of patients with
affective psychosis in each sample, the proportion of male
subjects in each sample, the year in which the sample was
collected, the mean age of each sample, the geographic
region in which the study was undertaken, information on
whether subjects were recruited consecutively, use of objective diagnostic measures of psychosis, and use of objective
measures to assess tobacco use status.
Meta-Analysis
Meta-analytically estimated standardized mean difference, logit event rates, and odds ratios were computed
using Comprehensive Meta-Analysis Version 2 (Biostat,
Eaglewood, New Jersey). Between-study heterogeneity was
assessed using the I2 statistic, and between-group heterogeneity was assessed using Q value statistics. A random-effects
meta-analysis was chosen on an a priori basis for all analyses
because of the differences between studies in patient groups
and methods.
Between-study heterogeneity might be associated with
socioeconomic status of the sample, because tobacco use is
associated with lower socioeconomic status in high-income
countries,11 and by other methodological or study quality
considerations. Hence, we assessed whether between-study
heterogeneity in effect size was associated with (1) the proportion of patients in each study who were male, because
men in most countries are generally more likely to use
tobacco than women; (2) the geographical region of the
study, because the prevalence of tobacco use and the onset of
tobacco use varies between regions; (3) the year the study was
published, because prevalence of tobacco use has declined
in most advanced countries; (4) the proportion of patients
with affective psychosis, to examine whether tobacco use
might have been commenced in response to unrelated affective symptoms; (5) examination of consecutive presentations
(quality measure); (6) use of a systematic measure of tobacco
use (quality measure); or (7) use of systematic methods to
diagnose psychosis (quality measure).
Publication Bias
Two methods were used to investigate publication bias.
First, a funnel (Egger’s) plot of the effect size versus the

variance12 was inspected for the presence of smaller samples
that might have been published because they reported high
prevalence of tobacco use. Second, Duval and Tweedie’s “trim
and fill” method was used to examine the possible effect of
hypothetically missing samples on the pooled estimate of
the standardized mean difference, logit event rate, or odds
ratio.13
RESULTS
Meta-Analysis of Initiation of Tobacco Use
Fourteen data samples with a combined sample size of
1,618 subjects (per sample, mean [SD] = 115.6 [167.7]) were
included in the meta-analysis of initiation. One sample14 was
excluded because it examined a pediatric population.
Meta-Analysis of the Prevalence of Tobacco Use
Thirty-one data samples with a combined sample size
of 4,082 subjects (per sample, mean [SD] = 132 [125]) were
included in the meta-analysis of prevalence. This dataset
incorporated 1 sample from an unpublished source (M. T.
Compton, MD, 2011) and 3 samples15–17 that were included
after the primary researchers provided additional data suitable for meta-analysis (M. Di Forti, MD, 2009; G. Berger,
MD, 2008; and B. Kirkpatrick, MD, 2009). Four samples were
excluded because the authors were unable to provide additional information needed for meta-analysis. Six articles18–23
were excluded because they reported on samples described
in other articles.
Meta-Analysis of Odds of Tobacco Use
Ten data samples were included in the meta-analysis of
odds ratios. The dataset reported a combined sample size
of 745 patients (per sample, mean [SD] = 75 [81]) with
first-episode psychosis and 544 controls (per sample, mean
[SD] = 54 [46]). These samples were derived from a subset
of the articles (Supplementary eTable 1) and included 1
sample16 after researchers provided additional data and 1
study22 that could not be included in the meta-analysis of
prevalence. Two other samples were excluded because the
authors were unable to provide additional information
needed for meta-analysis.
Meta-Analysis of Course of Tobacco Use
Seven articles reported the proportion of tobacco users in
groups of patients with first-episode psychosis and at periods
of follow-up between 6 and 120 months (mean [SD] followup = 29 [41]) after first admission for treatment was included
in the meta-analysis of course. The combined sample size
was 1,653 subjects (per sample, mean [SD] = 118 [111]).
The inclusion criteria required that samples provided the
proportion of tobacco users in a cohort at hospital admission for first episode of psychosis and then at another time
point from which an odds ratio at the end time point was
determined. Two published studies were excluded because
the authors were unable to provide additional information
needed for meta-analysis.
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Table 1. Subgroup Analysis for Meta-Analysis of Prevalence of Tobacco Use
Effect
95% CI
Effect Size (logit event rate)
Size
Point
Lower Upper
No. of
(event
Estimate
SE
Variance Limit
Limit
Group
Samples
rate)
Prevalence of tobacco use
31
0.589
0.362
0.096
0.009
0.174 0.549
Studies that utilized systematic measures of tobacco consumption compared to those that did not
Systematic measures
21
0.588
0.356
0.114
0.013
0.133 0.379
Clinical measures
10
0.593
0.377
0.179
0.032
0.027 0.728
Studies that used systematic diagnostic measures for psychosis compared to those that did not
Systematic measures
24
0.591
0.370
0.112
0.012
0.151 0.589
Clinical definition
7
0.585
0.342
0.205
0.042
−0.061 0.744
Studies in which patients were recruited consecutively compared to those that were not
Consecutive admissions
16
0.605
0.427
0.129
0.017
0.174 0.679
Nonconsecutive admissions
15
0.570
0.283
0.142
0.020
0.004 0.561
Comparison of studies grouped by location
Australian
5
0.723
0.958
0.200
0.040
0.566 1.351
Britain
4
0.544
0.174
0.228
0.052
−0.272 0.621
Continental Europe
8
0.570
0.281
0.166
0.028
−0.045 0.606
United States
6
0.510
0.042
0.191
0.036
−0.332 0.415
Canada
4
0.599
0.403
0.239
0.057
−0.066 0.871

Between-Sample
Heterogeneity
Q
df
P
I2
225.6
30 < .001 86.7

Between-Group
Heterogeneity
Q
df
P

143.69
69.1

20
9

< .001
< .001

86.1
87.0

0.01

1

.92

177.22
43.92

23
6

< .001
< .001

87.0
86.3

0.02

1

.90

87.36
123.01

15
14

< .001
< .001

82.8
88.6

0.56

1

.453

9.39
17.65
47.01
24.80
10.00

4
3
7
5
3

.052
.001
< .001
< .001
.019

57.4
83.0
85.1
79.8
70.0

12.51

4

.014

Table 2. Meta-Regression for Meta-Analysis of Prevalence of Tobacco Use
Variable
Proportion of men in the study
Proportion of patients with affective subtypes
Increasing age
Year collected

No. of
Samples
28
20
24
19

Point Estimate
of Slope
0.008
0.006
−0.026
0.001

Meta-Analytic Results
Meta-analysis of tobacco initiation. Meta-analysis indicated that regular tobacco use begins a mean of 5.3 years
before onset of psychosis (standardized mean difference =
0.85; 95% CI, −0.97 to −0.72) (Supplementary eFigure 1).
Between-study heterogeneity was low (Q13 = 24.8, P = .025,
I2 = 47.5).
There was little evidence of publication bias. There were
too few studies for a meaningful examination of a funnel
plot; the trim and fill analysis did not identify samples that
were to the left or right of the pooled mean.
Meta-analysis of the prevalence of tobacco users. We
found that 58.9% (95% CI, 54.3%–63.4%) of patients with
psychosis smoked tobacco at the time they first presented
for treatment (Supplementary eFigure 2). There was a high
degree of between-sample heterogeneity (I2 = 86.7%) (Table
1), which was not explained by the proportion of patients
with affective psychosis, the proportion of male subjects in
a study, or the year of data collection on meta-regression
(Table 2). However, there were differences in the prevalence
of tobacco users according to geographic region, with the
highest prevalence of tobacco use recorded in Australia
(z = 4.75, P < .01), followed by Canada (z = 1.68, P = .09),
Europe (z = 1.68, P = .09), Britain (z = 0.76, P = .45), and the
United States (z = 0.22, P = .83).
The measures of study quality we examined did not make
a significant contribution to between-group heterogeneity
(see Table 1). This was the case for samples using systematic

SE
0.010
0.009
0.025
0.013

95% CI
Lower
Upper
Limit
Limit
−0.012
0.027
−0.011
0.023
−0.074
0.022
−0.035
0.015

Z
Value
0.771
0.682
−1.054
−0.752

P Value
.44
.49
.29
.45

measures of tobacco use (z = 3.12, P < .01) compared with
those that did not (z = 2.11, P = .04), samples using systematic measures to diagnose psychosis (z = 3.31, P < .01)
compared with those that did not (z = 1.66, P = .10), and
samples recruiting patients consecutively (z = 3.31, P < .01)
compared with those that used other methods of sampling
(z = 1.99, P = .05).
The funnel plot indicated slight asymmetry as a result of
small samples, with an effect size greater than the mean of
larger samples; and trim and fill analysis identified 4 samples
that might have biased the results toward a higher rate of
tobacco use. The exclusion of these studies reduced the point
estimate from 58.9% to 56.4%, with wider confidence intervals (95% CI, 51.7%–60.9%). This suggests that bias toward
publication of smaller studies showing a higher prevalence of
tobacco use had a small impact on the pooled estimate.
Meta-analysis of odds of tobacco use. The pooled estimate
for the odds of patients presenting with tobacco use in firstepisode psychosis was 6.04 (95% CI, 3.03–12.02) compared
with age- and gender-matched controls (Supplementary
eFigure 3). Between-study heterogeneity for odd ratios was
also high (I2 = 80.0). Meta-regression suggested that studies
with a greater proportion of male subjects had no significant
impact on odds of tobacco use (Table 3). Similarly, subgroup
analysis of studies that excluded affective subtypes (z = 2.03,
P < .04) compared with those that included affective subtypes
(z = 4.52, P < .01) did not explain between-study heterogeneity. There was evidence that geographic region contributed
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Table 3. Meta-Regression for Meta-Analysis of Odds of Tobacco Use
95% CI
Variable
Ratio of men in psychosis to control group

No. of
Samples
9

Point Estimate
of Slope
−0.62

SE
1.67

Lower
Limit
−3.89

Upper
Limit
2.64

Z
Value
−0.37

P Value
.71

Table 4. Subgroup Analysis for Meta-Analysis of Odds of Tobacco Use
95% CI

Between-Sample
Heterogeneity

No. of
Effect Size (OR),
Lower Upper
Group
Samples
Point Estimate
Limit
Limit
Q
Comparison between first-episode psychosis and
10
6.04
3.03
12.02 45.03
general population
Studies that utilized systematic measures of tobacco consumption compared to those that did not
Systematic measures
3
8.97
2.01
40.00 15.54
Clinical measures
7
5.46
2.20
13.55 29.41
Studies that utilized systematic diagnostic measures of psychosis compared to those that did not
Systematic measures
9
7.29
3.26
16.28 41.16
Clinical measures
1
1.92
0.39
9.56
NA
Comparison of studies that excluded affective subtypes of psychosis compared to those that did not
Affective subtypes
7
7.43
3.11
17.71 41.21
Excluded affective subtypes
3
3.94
1.05
14.77
3.19
Comparison of studies in which participants were recruited consecutively compared to those that were not
Consecutive
2
4.60
0.91
23.37 10.51
Nonconsecutive
8
6.85
2.82
16.65 34.52
Comparison of studies grouped by location
Australia
2
8.63
3.45
21.60
1.01
Britain
2
1.92
0.98
3.75
0.00
North America
5
12.18
5.94
24.95
9.36
Abbreviation: NA = not applicable.

to between-study heterogeneity (Table 4), with the North
American studies (z = 6.83, P < .01) recording the highest
odds, followed by the Australian studies (z = 4.60, P < .01),
and the studies from Britain recorded the lowest prevalence
(z = 1.90, P < .06). There were not enough samples to examine
between-study heterogeneity associated with studies conducted in Asia or the Middle East.
An examination of quality measures did not explain the
heterogeneity in odds ratios (see Table 4). This was true for
studies using systematic measures of tobacco use (z = 2.88,
P < .01) compared with those that did not (z = 3.66, P < .01),
studies using systematic diagnostic measures of psychosis
(z = 4.84, P < .01) compared with those that did not (z = 0.59,
P = .55), and studies recruiting patients consecutively
(z = 1.84, P = .07) compared with those that did not (z = 4.24,
P < .01).
There was little evidence of publication bias. There were
too few studies for a meaningful examination of a funnel plot,
and the trim and fill analysis did not identify any samples
either to the left or right of the pooled mean.
Meta-analysis of course of tobacco use. At follow-up
between 6 months and 120 months, we found the odds ratio
of initiating tobacco use was 0.996 (95% CI, 0.907–1.094)
(Supplementary eFigure 4). Moreover, there was no betweenstudy heterogeneity (I2 = 0).
There were too few studies for meaningful examination
of the funnel plot. The trim and fill method identified and
removed 1 study, suggesting an adjusted mean of 0.992 (95%
CI, 0.905–1.089).

Between-Group
Heterogeneity

df
9

P
< .01

I2
80.0

Q

df

P

2
6

< .01
< .01

87.1
79.6

0.31

1

.58

8

< .01

80.6

1.28

1

.26

6
2

< .01
.20

85.4
37.2

0.62

1

.43

1
7

< .01
< .01

90.5
79.7

0.18

1

.67

1
1
4

.31
.99
.05

1.2
0
57.3

15.08

2

< .01

DISCUSSION
The aim of this meta-analysis was to explore the complex
relationship between tobacco use and the early phase of psychotic illness. Defining when tobacco use begins in relation
to the onset of psychosis, and the course of tobacco use after
the development of psychotic illness, may help to explain
why tobacco use is so prevalent in this population and to
improve our understanding of the illness itself. Moreover,
the availability of an accurate estimate of the prevalence of
tobacco use at first-episode psychosis may prevent inaccurate reporting of the prevalence of tobacco use in both the
lay and scientific literature.
The pooled estimate, from available data, for the proportion of patients with tobacco use at the time of presenting
for treatment of first-episode psychosis is 59%, and the odds
of tobacco use among patients with first-episode psychosis
compared to age- and gender-matched controls is about 6.
Regular tobacco use precedes onset of psychosis by about 5
years, and the proportion of tobacco users changes little over
time. The high prevalence and persistence of tobacco use in
patients with psychosis confirmed by this study suggest that
more attention needs to be paid to the reasons for commencing tobacco use prior to diagnosis as well as to exploring new
ways of assisting patients to stop smoking tobacco.
The reasons for the association between tobacco use and
psychotic illness could include the existence of a shared
diathesis between addiction and mental illness because
tobacco helps patients cope with prodromal or subclinical
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symptoms such as inattention and depression, because
it alleviates symptoms of psychosis, or because nicotine
reduces medication side effects.4 The prevalence of tobacco
use among people with schizophrenia might also be elevated
because of lower rates of cessation. Our finding that tobacco
use begins, on average, 5 years before onset of psychosis suggests that tobacco use is not initiated as a way of controlling
the positive symptoms that emerge at the onset of psychosis
because this interval is much longer than estimates of the
typical duration of untreated psychosis24 and most patients
have taken up tobacco use long before they experience positive symptoms. Moreover, the high prevalence of tobacco use
prior to treatment with antipsychotic medication and the
stability of tobacco use after treatment suggest that patients
do not start using tobacco in order to mitigate the side effects
of psychotropic medication, although some patients may fail
to stop using tobacco for this reason.
The high prevalence of tobacco use among patients, the
long interval between the commencement of tobacco use and
the emergence of psychosis, and the stability of tobacco use
in patients who develop psychosis suggest the presence of a
common underlying susceptibility to psychosis and tobacco
addiction. It is possible that the subjective experiences of
people prone to develop psychosis are alleviated by tobacco
use. For example, tobacco use has been shown to result in
improvement in subjective experiences25,26 and objective
measures empirically reported by some patients.27,28 Nicotine might be used to mitigate negative symptoms associated
with emerging as well as chronic psychosis19,29–31; however, it
is unlikely that frank positive symptoms encourage tobacco
use because there is no increase in use following diagnosis.
At least 1 study, which was carefully controlled for shared
socioeconomic risk factors, suggested that tobacco use constitutes a risk factor for future psychotic illness.32 There may
also be a common neurobiological basis for both tobacco
addiction and psychosis, such as the P50 gating deficit found
in most patients with schizophrenia and in up to 50% of their
first-degree relatives,33 that has been proposed as a possible
example of molecular causation for schizophrenia.34 This
deficit, linked to the 15q14 locus of the α7 nicotinic receptor,35 is thought to be related to impaired attention and might
represent a biological mediator of negative symptoms and
cognitive deficits. Our results should encourage research into
a common neurobiological basis for both psychotic illness
and tobacco addiction.36,37 However, concurrent cannabis
use among tobacco smokers is a confounding factor that
should be examined in future research.38
These findings confirm the need for mental health services to do more to address tobacco use by patients with
psychosis. There has been a nihilistic attitude toward
tobacco cessation, perhaps because many psychiatrists are
unwilling to broach the subject of tobacco cessation with
patients because of their lack of confidence that intervention is effective.39 There is some doubt about the usefulness
of psychosocial intervention alone in combating tobacco
addiction in the severely mentally ill,40 and low rates of cessation suggest that a combined clinical and pharmacologic

approach might be needed. If there is a neurobiological basis
for tobacco dependence in many patients, adequate nicotine
replacement therapy would appear to be an ethical requirement of mental health facilities that prohibit tobacco use.
Of note, we found no evidence for a decline in tobacco use
among patients with psychosis according to the year at which
data were collected, despite the decline in tobacco use in the
nonpsychiatric population observed throughout the developed world.41 This might indicate that people susceptible to
developing psychosis are less receptive to public health campaigns or to other measures to reduce tobacco use.42 There
were also significant differences in the prevalence of tobacco
use according to geographic region, with the highest rate of
tobacco use by patients recorded in Australia, followed by
Canada, Europe, Britain, and the United States (see Table 1).
The proportion of tobacco use among patients does not correspond to tobacco use in the wider community, and further
examination of the social and biological factors for taking
up tobacco use in specific populations could improve our
understanding of the nature of the association and improve
cessation programs.
The high prevalence of tobacco use represents a substantial disease burden on this population.43 There is increased
recognition of the metabolic side effects of antipsychotic
medications44 and the need for early intervention to reduce
cardiovascular risk in first-episode psychosis.45 There is an
interaction between cardiovascular risk factors, but tobacco
use remains the greatest single risk factor for future cardiovascular morbidity, and modifying tobacco use among
patients with psychosis could reduce 10-year cardiovascular
mortality for these patients by as much as a quarter.46 Our
finding that 59% of patients with first-episode psychosis
already use tobacco regularly indicates that more effort is
required to reduce tobacco use in first-episode patients.
Moreover, the burgeoning clinical interest in the detection
of those considered ultrahigh risk for developing psychosis
provides a further opportunity for research into tobacco use
and treatment innovation.
Reducing the time that patients use tobacco is likely to
improve the success of tobacco cessation interventions. The
development of specialist first-episode services in many
countries means that first-episode psychosis patients may
be more likely to have intensive specialist intervention and
follow-up than patients with more established illness. Hence,
antitobacco interventions could be more effective and should
be an integral part of first-episode treatments. The evidence
pointing toward an underlying neurobiological basis for the
high prevalence of tobacco use might help to explain why
people with psychotic illness attempt to stop using tobacco
at the same rate as the general population but are less likely
to consolidate these attempts.47 Research into the molecular
biology of nicotine addiction, which is clinically appropriate
to tobacco cessation programs, perhaps deserves a higher
priority.
An important limitation of this study is that we were
unable to examine the rates of tobacco use uptake and
cessation within the individual studies. It might be that
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the rate of cessation was similar to the rate of initiation of
tobacco use, leaving the proportion of tobacco users stable.
Similarly, because the included samples typically provided
the prevalence of tobacco use in study populations rather
than examining between-group differences in smokers
and nonsmokers, we were unable to examine the effect of
a range of confounding variables on heterogeneity or effect
size. In theory, we could have added to the relatively small
number of studies reporting tobacco use in control groups
by using public health data in some of the regions where
the studies were conducted. However, we decided that the
methodological and sampling differences between data for
the general population and the population from which the
samples were drawn were probably too great for valid statistical comparison.
CONCLUSIONS
This meta-analysis found that 59% of patients with
first-episode psychosis use tobacco at the time of presenting for treatment. The odds of tobacco use in first-episode
psychosis was 6 when compared to nonpsychiatric populations. We also found that the initiation of tobacco use
precedes the onset of psychosis by 5 years, and once the
illness is established, the prevalence of tobacco use varies
little over time. These findings provide further support for
the hypothesis that patients with psychosis have an under
lying neurobiological susceptibility to using tobacco that is
unrelated to positive symptoms of psychosis or the effect
of treatment with antipsychotic medication. These findings
have important implications for the prevention of cardiovascular disease in these populations and for the development
of tobacco cessation programs for those with severe mental
illnesses.
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Supplementary eTable 1: study comparisons
Table 1 – characteristics of the studies included in the meta-analyses
Study

Used in meta-

Setting

Age range

Measure of psychosis

Measure of tobacco

Haydarpasa Training

Unspecified

DSM-IV

Clinical interview

9-17

K-SADS-PL

K-SADS-PL

analysis
Ates et al (2008)

Rates

Hospital, Istanbul,
Turkey
Baeza et al (2009)

Rates, course

Unspecified
psychiatry

DSM-IV

departments across
Spain
Baker et al (2007)

Initiation

Recruited as part of

18-64

ICD-9

Clinical interview

18-57

SCID-I

Clinical Interview

quit program in
Newcastle, Australia
Barrigon et al (2010)

Rates

Unspecified
psychiatry

DSM-IV

departments in
Grenada and Jaen,
Spain

© COPYRIGHT 2012 PHYSICIANS POSTGRADUATE PRESS, INC. © COPYRIGHT 2012 PHYSICIANS POSTGRADUATE PRESS, INC.

Beratis et al (2001)

Initiation

University of Patras

16-75

DSM-IV

Clinical interview

15-30

RPMIP

Fagerstrom Tolerance

DSM-IV

Questionnaire

RPMIP

Clinical interview

Medical School,
Greece
Berk et al (2010)

Rates

Early Psychosis
Prevention and
Intervention Centre
Melbourne, Australia

Brewer et al (2001)

Rates, odds, course

Early Psychosis

16-30

Prevention and

DSM-III

Intervention Centre
Melbourne, Australia
Compton et al (2009)

Rates

2 psychiatric clinics

18-40

in Atlanta, USA
Compton (unpublished) Rates

2 psychiatric clinics

Rates

Outpatient First-

Clinical interview

DSM-IV
18-40

in Atlanta, USA
Curtis et al (2011)

SCID-I

SCID-I

Clinical interview

DSM-IV
16-27

Episode Psychosis

SCID-I

Structured monitoring

DSM-IV

form

SCAN

Clinical interview

clinic in Sydney,
Australia
Di Forti et al (2009)

Rates, odds

South London
division of Mental

18-65

ICD-10
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Health, UK
Fawzi et al (2007)

Initiation

Psychiatric clinic,

Unspecified

ICD-10

Zagazig University

Fagerstrom tolerance
questionnaire

Hospital, Egypt
Fernandez-Egea et al

Rates

(2009)

Psychiatric clinic at

Unspecified

Hospital of

SCID-I

Dartmouth

DSM-IV

Assessment of

Barcelona, Spain
Goff et al (1992)

Initiation

Psychiatric clinic,

Lifestyle Inventory
23-64

Massachusetts

DSM-III

Clinical interview

SCID-I

General Hospital,
USA
Harrison et al (2008)

Rates, course

West London First-

16-50

DSM-IV

Episode Psychosis

Substance Use Rating
Scale

Study, UK
Hides et al (2009)

Rates

Early Psychosis

15-29

Prevention and

SCID-I

ASSIST

DSM-IV

Intervention Centre
Melbourne, Australia
Hilti et al (2010)

Rates

Psychiatry Service of

18-32

Aargau, Switzerland
Kelly & McCreadie
(1999)

Initiation

Nithsdale census

DIA-X

Unspecified

DSM-IV and ICD-10
Unspecified

DSM-III

Health and lifestyle
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data, Scotland
Kobayashi et al (2010)

Rates

Random sample of

survey
Unspecified

DSM-III

Note review

18-45

Present State

Unspecified

discharge data from
all psychiatric
hospitals across Japan
Kopala et al (1993)

Rates, odds

Unspecified
psychiatric inpatient

Examination

unit, Vancouver,

DSM-III

Canada
Kotov et al (2010)

Rates, course

12 inpatient

15-58

psychiatric units

SCID-I

National Household

DSM-III

Survey on Drug

across New York

Abuse Interview

State, USA
Luty et al (2002)

Course

Six hospitals across

Unspecified

DSM-IV

west Scotland
Ma et al (2010)

Initiation

Inpatient units of 5

Scotland census
questionnaire

Unspecified

psychiatric hospitals

DSM-IV

Fagerstrom tolerance

SCID-I

questionnaire

DSM-IV

Unspecified

in Chengdu and
Chongqing, China
McCreadie et al (2000)

Rates

Six hospitals across

Unspecified

west Scotland

© COPYRIGHT 2012 PHYSICIANS POSTGRADUATE PRESS, INC. © COPYRIGHT 2012 PHYSICIANS POSTGRADUATE PRESS, INC.

McEvoy et al (1999)

Rates

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

15-60

SCID-I

Unspecified

Unspecified

DSM-III

Patient questionnaire

Unspecified

SCID-I

Clinical interview

psychiatric unit in
North Carolina, USA
Perez-Iglesias et al

Rates

(2009)

Marques de
Valdecilla University
Hospital Canatbria,
Spain

Riala et al (2005)

Initiation

North Finland Birth
Cohort

Reddy et al (2003)

Rates

University of
Pittsburgh Medical

DSM-IV

Centre, USA
Reddy et al (2004)

Rates, odds

University of

Unspecified

SCID-I

Clinical interview

DSM-III

Cotine assay

16-65

DSM-IV

HAL2 questionnaire

Unspecified

SCID-I

Unspecified

Pittsburgh Medical
Centre, USA
Samele et al (2007)

Rates, odds

South London
division of Mental
Health, UK

Sengupta et al (2008)

Rates, odds

Psychiatric
Department Louis H

DSM-IV

Lafontaine Hospital,
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Montreal Canada
Smesny et al (2005)

Rates, odds

Department of

Unspecified

Psychiatry University

SCID-I

Unspecified

DSM-IV

of Jena, Germany and
Early Psychosis
Prevention and
Intervention Centre
Melbourne, Australia
Smesny et al (2007)

Rates, odds

Department of Child

14-21

SCID-I

Clinical interview

DSM-IV

and Adolescent
Psychiatry,
University of Jena,
Germany
Smith et al (2009)

Rates, course,

Early Psychosis

initiation

program in South

14-37

SCID-I

Fagerstrom Tolerance

DSM-IV

Questionnaire

Vancouver, Canada
Smith et al (2010)

Rates

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

Strassnig et al (2007)

Rates, odds

Western Psychiatric

18-50

SCID-I

Unspecified

Institute, University

DSM-IV

of Pittsburgh Medical
Centre, USA
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Uzun et al (2003)

Initiation

Outpatient

18-75

psychiatric unit,

DSM-IV

Clinical interview

SCID-I

Gulhane School of
Medicine, Turkey
Wade et al (2005)

Rates, course

Early Psychosis

Unspecified

Prevention and

RPMIP

Clinical interview

DSM-IV

Intervention Centre
Melbourne, Australia
Zabala et al (2009)

Rates

Various psychiatric

Unspecified

facilities in Northern

SCID-I

Clinical interview

DSM-IV

Spain
Zammit et al (2003)

Rates

Swedish conscript

Unspecified

ICD-8

Clinical interview

25-75

DSM-IV

Clinical interview

census
Zhang et al (2010)

Initiation

Hui-Long-Guan
Hospital, Beijing,

CO breath test

China
Abbreviations: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Disorders (SCID), Royal
Park Multidiagnostic Instrument for Psychosis (RPMIP), International Classification for Disease (ICD), Schedule for Affective and
Schizophrenia for School-Age Children – Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL), Alcohol Smoking and Substance Involvement Screening
Test (ASSIST), Expert System for Diagnosing Mental Disorders (DIA-X), Health and Lifestyle Questionnaire 2 (HAL2).
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Supplementary eFigure 1: Meta-analysis of initiation of tobacco use forest plot
Studyname

Statistics for each study

Std diff in means and 95% CI

Std diff Standard
Lower Upper
in means
error
Variance limit
limit Z-Value p-Value
Riala psychosis males (2005)

-2.000

0.577

0.333 -3.131 -0.868

-3.464

0.001

Riala psychosis females (2005)

-1.846

0.563

0.317 -2.949 -0.743

-3.279

0.001

Kelly (1999)

-1.100

0.175

0.031 -1.443 -0.757

-6.278

0.000

Smith (2009)

-1.094

0.185

0.034 -1.457 -0.731

-5.905

0.000

Beratis (2001)

-1.015

0.099

0.010 -1.210 -0.821 -10.226

0.000

Goff (1992)

-0.956

0.196

0.038 -1.340 -0.572

-4.876

0.000

Fawzi OCS (2007)

-0.845

0.289

0.084 -1.412 -0.278

-2.920

0.004

Baker (2007)

-0.804

0.085

0.007 -0.970 -0.637

-9.435

0.000

Ma (2010)

-0.770

0.149

0.022 -1.062 -0.478

-5.174

0.000

Zhang (2010)

-0.745

0.059

0.003 -0.860 -0.630 -12.666

0.000

Riala schizo females (2005)

-0.580

0.510

0.261 -1.580

0.421

-1.136

0.256

Uzuan (2003)

-0.564

0.189

0.036 -0.935 -0.193

-2.979

0.003

Riala schizo males (2005)

-0.527

0.307

0.094 -1.128

0.075

-1.717

0.086

Fawzi non-OCS (2007)

-0.421

0.216

0.046 -0.843

0.002

-1.952

0.051

-0.848

0.063

0.004 -0.972 -0.724 -13.445

0.000

-4.00

-2.00

Earlier

0.00

2.00

4.00

Later
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Supplementary eFigure 2: Meta-analysis of prevalence of tobacco use forest plot
Study name

Statistics for each study
Logit
Standard
Lower
event rate
error
Variance limit

Upper
limit

Logit event rate and 95% CI
Z-Value p-Value

Baeza (2009)

-0.805

0.206

0.043

-1.209

-0.400

-3.900

0.000

Strassnig (2007)

-0.681

0.214

0.046

-1.100

-0.262

-3.185

0.001

Kobayashi (2010)

-0.316

0.094

0.009

-0.501

-0.131

-3.343

0.001

Di Forti (2009)

-0.290

0.121

0.015

-0.527

-0.053

-2.401

0.016

Kopala (1993)

-0.282

0.319

0.102

-0.908

0.344

-0.883

0.377

Compton (2009)

-0.237

0.193

0.037

-0.615

0.141

-1.229

0.219

Reddy (2004)

-0.167

0.410

0.168

-0.970

0.636

-0.408

0.683

Smesny (2005)

-0.105

0.459

0.211

-1.006

0.795

-0.229

0.819

Samele (2007)

-0.040

0.212

0.045

-0.456

0.376

-0.189

0.850

Zabala (2009)

0.033

0.256

0.066

-0.469

0.535

0.128

0.898

Kotov (2010)

0.096

0.086

0.007

-0.072

0.265

1.117

0.264

Fernandez-Egea (2009)

0.266

0.196

0.038

-0.118

0.650

1.356

0.175

Smith (2009)

0.331

0.189

0.036

-0.040

0.702

1.751

0.080

Ates (2008)

0.346

0.193

0.037

-0.032

0.723

1.794

0.073

Perez-Iglesia (2009)

0.370

0.159

0.025

0.059

0.681

2.329

0.020

Harrison (2008)

0.405

0.166

0.027

0.081

0.730

2.449

0.014

Smith (2010)

0.421

0.160

0.025

0.108

0.734

2.635

0.008

Zammit (2003)

0.429

0.109

0.012

0.215

0.644

3.925

0.000

Compton (unpublished)

0.442

0.214

0.046

0.023

0.861

2.068

0.039

Smesny (2007)

0.545

0.379

0.143

-0.197

1.288

1.439

0.150

Curtis (2011)

0.658

0.229

0.052

0.210

1.106

2.876

0.004
0.000

Hides (2009)

0.659

0.144

0.021

0.376

0.941

4.569

Barrigon (2010)

0.895

0.208

0.043

0.487

1.304

4.300

0.000

Berk (2010)

0.945

0.160

0.026

0.631

1.260

5.896

0.000

Reddy (2003)

0.949

0.340

0.116

0.283

1.615

2.792

0.005

McCreadie (2000)

0.995

0.411

0.169

0.189

1.801

2.419

0.016

Wade (2005)

1.191

0.211

0.044

0.778

1.604

5.654

0.000

McEvoy (1999)

1.208

0.507

0.257

0.215

2.201

2.385

0.017

Sengupta (2008)

1.319

0.398

0.158

0.540

2.098

3.317

0.001

Brewer (2001)

1.455

0.297

0.088

0.874

2.037

4.903

0.000

Hilti (2010)

1.572

0.492

0.242

0.607

2.536

3.194

0.001

0.362

0.096

0.009

0.174

0.549

3.782

0.000

-4.00

-2.00

Lower

0.00

2.00

4.00

Higher
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Supplementary eFigure 3: Meta-analysis of odds of tobacco use forest plot

Study name

Statistics for each study

Odds ratio and 95% CI

Odds Lower Upper
ratio limit limit Z-Value p-Value
Smesny (2007)

1.543 0.422

5.639

0.656

0.512

Di Forti (2009)

1.913 1.274

2.873

3.129

0.002

Samele (2007)

1.923 1.050

3.521

2.119

0.034

Strassnig (2007)

4.569 1.291 16.177

2.355

0.018

Smesny (2005)

5.675 1.841 17.494

3.023

0.003

Kopala (1993)

6.406 2.237 18.346

3.459

0.001

Brewer (2001)

12.000 4.748 30.330

5.253

0.000

reddy (2004)

12.269 2.374 63.410

2.992

0.003

Sengupta (2008) 30.000 8.180 110.021

5.130

0.000

Reddy (2003)

98.167 12.088 797.184

4.292

0.000

6.036 3.031 12.021

5.114

0.000

0.01

0.1

Lower odds

1

10

100

Higher odds
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Supplementary eFigure 4: Meta-analysis of course of tobacco use forest plot

Study name

Time point

Statistics for each study

Odds ratio and 95% CI

Odds Lower Upper
ratio limit
limit Z-Value p-Value
Smith (2009)

10

0.935

0.728 1.200

-0.530

0.596

Harrison (2008)

14

0.954

0.702 1.297

-0.299

0.765

Baeza (2009)

6

0.985

0.771 1.259

-0.120

0.904

Kotov (2010)

120

1.011

0.880 1.162

0.156

0.876

Wade (2005)

15

1.012

0.752 1.362

0.080

0.936

Brewer (2001)

6

1.064

0.664 1.707

0.258

0.796

Luty (2002)

30

1.130

0.629 2.032

0.409

0.683

0.996

0.907 1.094

-0.090

0.928

0.01

0.1

Lower odds

1

10

100

Higher odds
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